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Vermont Blockchain Interagency Working Group Holds First Meeting 

 
Burlington, Vermont (February 8, 2019): The Vermont Blockchain Interagency Working Group held its 
inaugural meeting on January 28, 2019. Christopher Curtis, Chief, Public Protection Division kicked off the 
meeting and representatives of the other three agencies - DFR, ACCD and the Secretary of State - participated 
in the robust discussion.    
 
Other participants included: 
  DLGA Chair John Burton 
 DLGA Executive Director Jeremy Friesen  
 BlockchainVT founder Michael Ly  

Gravel & Shea attorneys Oliver Goodenough, David Thelander (and DLGA Board member), Cassandra 
LaRae- Perez, and Catherine Burke     

   
Working Group goals discussed included:  
 

• Help the State of Vermont understand opportunities/challenges and concerns with potential blockchain 
applications in areas such as land records, DFR pilots etc.   

 
• Determine whether additional Secretary of State and DFR approaches to the newly enacted Blockchain 

LLCs and PIPC statute (Act 205) could be needed 
 
• Determine how to effectively regulate and protect potentially impacted consumers  
 
• Consider whether any additional legislation/regulations are needed 

 
Attorney General T.J. Donovan previously announced a state working group established to "study the 
opportunities and challenges presented by Blockchain technology.”   In addition to the Attorney General’s 
Office, the Department of Financial Regulation (DFR), the Secretary of State, and the Agency of Commerce 
and Community Development (ACCD) make up the working group. The working group’s purpose is to engage 
stakeholders and interested industry experts in this important effort.   
 
DLGA expressed its keen interest in collaborating with the Working Group to help get the word out and 
facilitate blockchain application developers both within and outside of Vermont to interface with the agencies to 
further develop their solutions.  Several of the higher priority application areas include; banking, insurance, 
securities, supply chains, public records and consumer privacy & identity management. Discussions are well 
underway, with several companies seeking to engage with the Working Group.  
 
The Working Group and DLGA agreed to meet in on a regular periodic schedule over the next year, with the 
objective of delivering written recommendations and a report within a year around actionable steps to further 
reinforce Vermont’s position as a leading Blockchain innovation center.  
 
DLGA develops best practices and industry networking for DLT & Blockchain solutions. 
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